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ABSTRACT

RECENT ADVANCES IN
SILICON LIGHT EMITTING DIODES

by

Aravind Balakrishnan

A silicon based light emitting diode (LED) is a new gateway for combining optoelectronics

with CMOS integrated circuits. The choice of silicon is limited due to its indirect band gap

nature. There are new approaches for improving emission efficiencies in Si-LED to nearly

1% at room temperature. Boron implantation has been employed to introduce dislocation

array and as a p-type dopant to form p-n junction in an n-type Si substrate. The device

operates as a conventional LED under forward bias. The temperature dependence of radiative

recombination rate is addressed by Varshni empirical formula. The difference between the

energy at which maximum light emission occurs and the energy gaps at the measurement

temperature is found to be a constant. The dislocation array density, junction depth, defect

structure for silicon and silicon based alloys are investigated. Mechanisms of light

confinement are studied. Photoluminescence (PL) and electro luminescence (EL)

measurements are studied to ensure that the LED output arises from Si band-edge radiative

recombination of confined carriers.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

The optical wiring in a Si-based electronic environment becomes ever

more attractive as :peed, complexity and imegration density increase. Tremendous incentives

are increasingly apparent for the development of optical and optoelectronic devices that are

compatible with very large scale integration (VLSI) Si technology. Large-area and low-cost

silicon wafer technology provides an ideal platform for photonic guided-wave devices. In

mature silicon processing technology, micromachining techniques, silicon on

insulator (SOI) and heteroepitaxy, can be used to fabricate complex optical structures such as

micro-optical devices and hybrid optoelectronics. Compatibility with mainstream silicon

integrated circuit (IC) technology promises low cost and reliable manufacturing, of

monolithic Si-based optoelectronic integrated circuits that will be much like today's

electronic [Cs. Silicon based electronics (mostly digital) is system and software, rather than

device, dominated; it is a market and complementary metal-oxide-semiconductor (CMOS)

driven technology. Current device processing yield is phenomenally high (70 - 90%).

Today's process technologies are simpler and yield for random access memories (RAMs) is

higher than a few years ago. Computational cost has continually declined over time. There

seem to be no roadblocks to stop the current trend in reducing feature size, increased density,

and to reduce cost of CMOS devices. The key component of such a technology is an efficient

light-emitting device that is based on silicon and is compatible with standard materials and

processing used in silicon-based ultra-large scale integration (ULSI) technology.



In the ,1 11 0.

to ;L .:1H:: Po at room

summarizes the theoretical	 semiconductor 	 for

energy bands the free electron model. and the energy band  diagrams of common

semiconductors. The temperature depends of the 1 n s also discussed. Chapte r3

discusses electrical behavior of semiconductors starting from carrier recombination. which is

illustrated by a model leading to various recombination phenomena such as trap-assisted.

surface. and	 processes. Carrier	 due to li Tht is also

In Chapter 4, various light emission mechanisms 	 in solid 	state materials is

; of absorption and emission c Ii	 and optical efficiency is Les._

a summary of properties of silicon is presented  that could	 to the development of silicon

optoelectronic integrated devices that combine electrical and optical

Chapter 5 discusses p-n junctions, which are an integral part of several optoelectronic

devices. These include photodiodes, solar cells. Ii ait emitting diodes and

semiconductor lasers. In this chapter. the principle or operation of these de\ ices is discussed.

for key design parameters are Chapter 6, LED fundamentals are

presented. LEDs se the ability of p-n junction s  to inject electrons and holes into the same

region of the semiconductor so that they may emit light by spontaneous emission.

Chapter 7, a discussion of silicon	 dc\	 is discuss,.•;:. The

difference between the energy at which maximum light emission occurs and the energy

at the operating temperature is found to be nearly constant.



CHAPTER 2

SEMICONDUCTOR FUNDAMENTALS

2.1 Introduction

In order to understand the fundamental concepts of semiconductors, one must apply quantum

mechanics to solid-state materials, starting from the band structure of semiconductors, the

concepts of energy band gaps, energy bands and the density of states in an energy band. It is

important to understand the concept of electrons and holes in semiconductors. Given that

electrons and holes are Fermions, the discussion of Fermi-Dirac statistics becomes important.

The concept of p-n junctions and the current conducting mechanisms in the p-n junction is

fundamental to the understanding of the light emitting diode [1].

2.2 Energy bands

Energy bands consisting of a large number of closely spaced energy levels exist in crystalline

materials. The bands can be thought of as a collection of individual energy levels of electrons

surrounding each atom. The wave functions of the individual electrons, however, overlap

with those of electrons confined to neighboring atoms. The Pauli exclusion principle does not

allow the electron energy levels to be the same so that one obtains a set of closely spaced

energy levels, forming an energy band. The energy band model is crucial to any detailed

treatment of semiconductor devices. It provides the framework needed to understand the

concept of an energy band 2.:_p and that of conduction in an almost filled band as described

by the empty states.
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2.2.1 Free Electron Model

The free electron model of metals has. been used to explain the photoelectric effect. This

model assumes that electrons are free to move within the metal but are confined to the metal

by potential barriers as illustrated in figure 2.1. The minimum energy needed to extract an

electron from the metal equals Om , where m is the work function and q is the electronic

charge. This model is frequently used when analyzing  metals. However, this model does not

work well for semiconductors since the effect of the periodic potential due to the atoms in the

crystal has been ignored.

Figure 2.1 The free electron model of a metal [I I,

In the following section, one first takes a closer look at the energy band diagrams of common

semiconductors.



2.3 Energy Band Diagrams of Common Semiconductors

The energy band diagrams of semiconductors are rather complex. The detailed energy band

diagrams of germanium, silicon and gallium arsenide are shown in Figure 2.2. The energy is

plotted as a function of the wave number, k. along the main crystallographic directions in the

crystal, since the band diagram depends on the direction in the crystal. The energy band

diagrams contain multiple completely filled and completely empty bands. In addition, there

are multiple partially filled bands.

Figure 2.2 Energy band diagram of (a) germanium, (b) silicon and (c) gallium
arsenide The energy band diagram is simplified since only the electrons in the
highest almost-filled band and the lowest almost-empty band dominate the behavior
of the semiconductor. These bands are indicated on the figure by the + and - signs
corresponding to the charge of the carriers in those bands [1].
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2.3.1 Simple Energy Band Diagram of a Semiconductor

The energy band diagrams shown in the previous section are frequently simplified when

analyzing semiconductor devices. Since the electronic properties of a semiconductor are

dominated by the highest partially empty band and the lowest partially filled band, it is often

sufficient to only consider those bands. This leads to a simplified energy band diagram for

semiconductors as shown in Figure 2.3.

Figure 2.3 A simplified energy band diagram used to describe semiconductors. Shown are
the valence and conduction bands, as indicated by the valence band edge, E v , and the
conduction band edge, E. The energy gap, E g , vacuum level, Evacuum, and the electron
affinity, qx, are also indicated in the figure [1].
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The diagram identifies the almost-empty conduction band by a horizontal line. This line

indicates the bottom edge of the conduction band and is labeled E. Similarly, a horizontal

line labeled E v indicates the top of the valence band. The energy band gap is located between

the two lines, which are separated by the band gap energy EQ. The distance between the

conduction band edge. E c , and the energy of a free electron outside the crystal (called the

vacuum level labeled Evacuum) is quantified by the electron affinity, x, multiplied with the

electronic charge q.

An important feature of an energy band diagram is whether the conduction band

minimum and the valence band maximum occur at the same value for the wave number. If

so, the energy bandgap is called direct. If not, the energy bandgap is called indirect. This

distinction is of interest for optoelectronic devices as direct bandgap materials provide more

efficient absorption and emission of light. For instance, the smallest bandgap of germanium

and silicon is indirect, while gallium arsenide has a direct bandgap as can be seen in Figure

2.3[1j.

2.3.2 Temperature dependence of the energy band gap

The energy bandgap of semiconductors generally tends to decrease as the temperature is

increased. This behavior can be better understood if one considers that the interatomic

spacing increases when the amplitude of the atomic vibrations increases due to the increased

thermal energy. This effect is quantified by the linear expansion coefficient of a material. An

increased interatomic spacing decreases the average potential seen by the electrons in the

material, which in turn reduces the size of the energy bandgap.
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A direct modulation of the interatomic distance - such as by applying compressive (tensile)

stress - also causes change in the bandgap. The temperature dependence of the energy

bandgap, E g , has been experimentally determined yielding the following expression for E, as

a function of the temperature, T [3]

where E g(0), a and 1 are the fitting parameters. These fitting parameters are listed for

germanium, silicon and gallium arsenide in Table 2.1.

Table 2.1 Parameters used to calculate the energy band gap of germanium, silicon and
gallium arsenide (GaAs) as a function of temperature [3].
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A plot of the resulting bandgap versus temperature is shown in Figure 2.4 for germanium,

silicon and gallium arsenide.

Temperature (K)

Figure 2.4 Temperature dependence" of the energy bandgap of germanium (Ge), silicon (Si)
and gallium arsenide (GaAs) [3].

2.3.3 Metals, Insulators and Semiconductors

Once one knows the band structure of a Given material one still needs to find out which

energy levels are occupied and whether specific bands are empty, partially filled or

completely filled.

Empty bands do not contain electrons. Therefore, they are not expected to contribute

to the electrical conductivity of the material. Partially filled bands do contain electrons as

well as available energy levels at slightly higher energies. These unoccupied energy levels

enable carriers to gain energy when moving in an applied electric field. Therefore, electrons

in a partially filled band therefore do contribute to the electrical conductivity of the material.
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conductivity of the material. This is because the electrons cannot gain energy since all energy

levels are already filled.

In order to find the filled and empty bands, we must find out how many electrons can

be placed in each band and how many electrons are available. Each band is formed due to the

splitting of one or more atomic energy levels. Therefore, the minimum number of states in a

band equals twice the number of atoms in the material. The reason for the factor of two is

that every energy level can contain two electrons with opposite spin. To further simplify the

analysis, we assume that only the valence electrons (the electrons in the outer shell) are of

interest. The core electrons are tightly bound to the atom and are not allowed to freely move

in the material. Four different possible scenarios are shown in Figure 2.5.

Figure 2.5 Possible energy band diagrams of a crystal. Shown are a) a half filled band, b)
two overlapping bands, c) an almost full band separated by a small bandgap from an almost
empty band and d) a full band and an empty band separated by a large band gap [2].
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A half-filled band is shown in Fig. 2.5a). This situation occurs in materials consisting

of atoms, which contain only one valence electron per atom. Most highly conducting metals

including copper, gold and silver satisfy this condition. Materials consisting of atoms that

contain two valence electrons can still be highly conducting if the resulting filled band

overlaps with an empty band. This scenario is shown in Fig. 2.5b). No conduction is

expected for the scenario of Fig 2.5d), where a completely filled band is separated from the

next higher empty band by a larger energy gap. Such materials behave as insulators. Finally,

the scenario of Fig. 2.5c) depicts the situation in a semiconductor. The completely filled band

is now close enough to the next higher empty band that electrons can make transitions into

the next higher band. This yields an almost full band below an almost empty band. We will

call the almost full band the valence band since it is occupied by valence electrons. The

almost empty band will be called the conduction band, as electrons are free to move in this

band and contribute to electrical conduction in the material [2].

2.3.4 Electrons and Holes in Semiconductors

Semiconductors differ from metals and insulators by the fact that they contain an "almost-

empty" conduction band and an "almost-full" valence band, which means that we will have

to deal with the transport of carriers in both bands.

To facilitate the discussion of the transport in the "almost-full" valence band of a

semiconductor, the concept of holes is introduced. The concept of holes is introduced in

semiconductors since it is easier to keep track of the missing electrons in an "almost-full"

band, rather than keeping track of the actual electrons in that band.

Holes are missing electrons. They behave as particles with the same properties as the

electrons would have charge. This definition is illustrated further in Figure 2.6, which

presents the energy band when occupying the same states except that they carry a positive

charge.
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Figure 2.6 Energy band diagram in the presence of a uniform electric field. Shown are the
upper almost-empty band and the lower almost-filled band. The tilt of the bands is caused by
an externally applied electric field [2].

A uniform electric field is assumed which causes a constant gradient of the bands. The

electrons in the almost-empty band are negatively charged particles, which therefore move in

a direction, which opposes the direction of the field. Electrons therefore move down hill in

the upper band. Electrons in the lower band also move in the same direction. The total

current density due to the electrons in the valence band, Jvb, can therefore be written as [2]

where V is the volume of the semiconductor, q is the electronic charge and v is the electron

velocity, and i is the energy state. The sum is taken over all occupied or filled states in the
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lower band. Taking the sum over all the states in the lower band and subtracting the current

due to the electrons, which are missing in the almost-filled band, can reformulate this

equation. This last term therefore represents the sum taken over all the empty states in the

lower band 2],

The sum over all the states in the lower band has to be equal to zero since electrons in a

completely filled band do not contribute to current, while the remaining term can be written

as [2j:

which states that the current is due to positively charged particles associated with the empty

states in the almost-filled band. The combined behavior of all the electrons, which occupy

states in the almost-filled band, is the same as that of positively charge particles associated

with the unoccupied states 2 .
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2.4 The Effective Mass Concept

Electrons with energy close to a band minimum behave as free electrons. They accelerate in

an applied electric field just like a free electron in vacuum. Their wave functions are periodic

and extend over the size of the material. The presence of the periodic potential, due to the

atoms in the crystal without the valence electrons, changes the properties of the electrons.

Therefore, the mass of the electron differs from the free electron mass, m o . Because of the

anisotropy of the effective mass and the presence of multiple equivalent band minima, two

types of effective mass are defined, the effective mass for density of states calculations and

the effective mass for conductivity calculations.

The effective mass values for electrons and holes are listed together with the value of

the smallest energy band gap in Table 2.2. Electrons in gallium arsenide have an isotropic

effective mass so that the conductivity effective mass equals the density of states effective

mass.
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21.Table 2.2 Effective mass of carriers in germanium, silicon and gallium arsenide (GaAs)

2.4.1 The Effective Mass: Detailed Description

The effective mass of a semiconductor is obtained by fitting the actual E-k diagram around

the conduction band minimum or the valence band maximum by a parabola [2 ] . While this

concept is simple enough, the issue turns out to be substantially more complex due to the

multitude and the occasional anisotropy of the minima and maxima. In this section the

different relevant band minima and maxima are defined. These include the numeric values

for germanium, silicon and gallium arsenide, the effective mass for density of states

calculations and the effective mass for conductivity calculations.

Most semiconductors can be described as having one band minimum at k = 0 as well

as several equivalent anisotropic band minima at k 0. In addition there are three band

maxima of interest close to the valence band edge.



2.5 Band Structure Of Silicon

Wavenumber (1/nm)

Figure 2.7 Simplified E-k diagram of silicon [2].

Shown in Figure 2.7 is the E-k diagram within the first Brillouin zone and along the (100)

direction [2]. The energy is chosen to be zero at the edge of the valence band. The lowest

band minimum at k =0 and the valence band edge occurs at Ec,direct = 3.2 eV. This is not the

lowest minimum above the valence band edge since there are also 6 equivalent minima at k =

(x,0,0), (-x,0,0), (0,x,0), (0,-x,0), (0,0,x), and (0,0,-x) with x = 5 nm -I . The minimum energy of

all these minima equals 1.12 eV = Ec.indirect.

The effective mass of these anisotropic minima is characterized by a longitudinal

mass along the corresponding equivalent (100) direction and two transverse masses in the

plane perpendicular to the longitudinal direction.

In silicon the longitudinal electron mass is me,l = 0.98 mo and the transverse electron

masses are me,t = 0.19 mo, where mo = 9.11 x 10 -31 kg is the free electron rest mass. Two of

the three band maxima occur at 0 eV. These bands are referred to as the light and heavy hole
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bands with a light hole mass of ml,h = 0.16 m0 and a heavy hole mass of mh, h = 0.46 m0 . In

addition there is a split-off hole band with its maximum at E v , so = -0.044 eV and a split-off

hole mass of m h ,so = 0.29 mo.

2.6 Density of States

The density of carriers in a semiconductor, i.e. the number of available states at each energy

level is determined. The number of electrons at each energy is then obtained by multiplying

the number of states with the probability that an electron occupies a state. Since the number

of energy levels is very large and dependent on the size of the semiconductor, number of

states per unit energy and per unit volume is calculated.

2.6.1 Calculation of The Density of States

The density of states in a semiconductor equals number of states per unit energy and per unit

volume [2]. We will assume that the semiconductor can be modeled as an infinite quantum

well in which electrons with effective mass, m*, are free to move. The energy in the well is

set to zero. The semiconductor is assumed to be a cube with side L. This assumption does not

affect the result since the density of states per unit volume should not depend on the actual

size or shape of the semiconductor.
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where A and B are to be determined. The wave function must be zero at the infinite barriers

of the well. At x = 0 the wavefunction must be zero so that only sine functions can be valid

solutions or B must equal zero. At x = L, the wavefunction must also be zero yielding the

following possible values for the wavenumber, k x .

This analysis can now be repeated in the y and z direction. Each possible solution

corresponds to a cube in k-space with size nπ/L as indicated on Figure 2.6.1.

Figure 2.8 Calculation of the number of states with wave number less than k [2].
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The total number of solutions with a different value for k x , ky and k7 and with a magnitude of

the wave vector less than k is obtained by calculating the volume of one eighth of a sphere

with radius k and dividing it by the volume corresponding to a single solution, yielding [2]

A factor of two is added to account for the two possible spins of each solution. The density

per unit energy is then obtained using the chain rule [12]:

The kinetic energy E of a particle with mass m* is related to the wave number, k, by[12]:

And the density of states per unit volume and per unit energy, g (E), becomes [12]:

The density of states is zero at the bottom of the well as well as for negative energies. The

same analysis also applies to electrons in a semiconductor. The effective mass takes into

account the effect of the periodic potential on the electron. The minimum energy of the

electron is the energy at the bottom of the conduction band, E c , so that the density of states

for electrons in the conduction band is given by 12]
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2.7 Carrier Distribution Functions

The distribution or probability density functions describe the probability with which one can

expect particles to occupy the available energy levels in a given system where, the

probability density function of electrons is called the Fermi function. Other distribution

functions such as the impurity distribution functions, the Bose-Einstein distribution function

and the Maxwell Boltzman distribution are also accounted.

2.7.1 Fermi-Dirac Distribution Function

The Fermi-Dirac distribution function, also called Fermi function, provides the probability of

occupancy of energy levels by Fermions. Fermions are half-integer spin particles, which

obey the Pauli exclusion principle. The Pauli exclusion principle postulates that only one

Formion can occupy a single quantum state. Therefore, as Fermions are added to an energy

band, they will fill the available states in energy. The states with the lowest energy are filled

first, followed by the next higher ones. At absolute zero temperature (T = 0 K), the energy

levels are all filled up to a maximum energy, which is identified as the Fermi level. No states

above the Fermi level are filled. At higher temperature, the transition between completely

filled states and completely empty states is gradual rather than abrupt.

Electrons are Fermions. Therefore, the Fermi function provides the probability that an

electron occupies an energy level E, in thermal equilibrium with a large system. Its

temperature, T, and its Fermi energy, EF, characterize the system. The Fermi function is

given by [2j



This function is plotted in Figure 2.9 for different temperatures
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Figure 2.9 The Fermi function at three different temperatures [2:.

The Fermi function has a value of one for energies, which are more than a few times

kT below the Fermi energy. It equals one half, if the energy equals the Fermi energy and

decreases exponentially for energies that are a few times kT larger than the Fermi energy.

While at T = 0 K the Fermi function equals a step function, the transition is more gradual at

finite temperatures and more so at higher temperatures.

The average occupancy of each energy level taken over all states is compared in

Figure 2.10 to the Fermi-Dirac distribution function. A best fit was obtained using a Fermi

energy of 9.998 eV and kT = 1.447 eV or T = 16,800 K.



Figure 2.10 Probability versus energy averaged over the 24 possible configurations (circles)

fitted with a Fermi-Dirac function (solid line) using kT = 1.447 eV and EF = 9.998 eV [2].

Based on the construction of the distribution function, one could expect the

distribution function to be dependent on the density of states. This is the case for small

systems. However, for large systems and for a single energy level in thermal equilibrium

with a larger system, the distribution function no longer depends on the density of states [2].

2.7.2 Impurity Distribution Functions

The distribution function of impurities differs from the Fermi-Dirac distribution function

although the particles involved are Fermions. The difference is due to the fact that an ionized

donor energy level still contains one electron, which can have either spin (spin up or spin

down). The donor energy level cannot be empty since this would leave a doubly positively

charged atom, which would have energy different from the donor energy. The distribution

function for donors therefore differs from the Fermi function and is given by [2]:



The distribution function for acceptors differs also because of the different possible

ways to occupy the acceptor level. The neutral acceptor contains no electrons. The ionized

acceptor contains one electron, which can have either spin, while the doubly negatively

charged state is not allowed since this would require a different energy. This restriction

would yield a factor of 2 in front of the exponential term. In addition, most commonly used

semiconductors have a two-fold degenerate valence band, which causes this factor to

increase to four, yielding:

2.7.3 Other Distribution Functions and Comparison

Other distribution functions include the Bose-Einstein distribution and the Maxwell-

Boltzmann distribution. These are discussed below and compared to the Fermi-Dirac

distribution function.

The Bose-Einstein distribution function applies to bosons. Bosons are particles with

integer spin and include photons, phonons and a large number of atoms. Bosons do not obey

the Pauli exclusion principle so that any number can occupy one energy level.

The Bose-Einstein distribution function is given by:

This function is only defined for E > EF.
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The Maxwell Boltzmann statistics applies to non-interacting particles, which can be

distinguished from each other. This distribution function is also called the classical

distribution function since it provides the probability of occupancy for non-interacting

particles at low densities. Atoms in an ideal gas form a typical example of such particles. The

Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution function is given by:

A plot of the three distribution functions, the Fermi-Dirac distribution, the Maxwell-

Boltzmann distribution and the Bose-Einstein distributions are shown in Figure 2.11 [21.

Figure 2.11 Probability of occupancy versus energy of the Fermi-Dirac, the Bose-Einstein
and the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution. The Fermi energy, EF, is assumed to be zero [2].

All three functions are almost equal for large energies (more than a few kT beyond

the Fermi energy). The Fermi-Dirac distribution reaches a maximum of 100% for energies,

which are a few kT below the Fermi energy, while the Bose-Einstein distribution diverges at

the Fermi energy and has no validity for energies below the Fermi energy.



CHAPTER 3

RECOMBINATION & GENERATION

3.1 Carrier recombination and generation

3.1.1 Introduction

Recombination of electrons and holes is a process by which both carriers annihilate each

other. Electrons occupy, through one or multiple steps, the empty state associated with a

hole. Both carriers eventually disappear in the process. The energy difference between the

initial and final state of the electron is released in the process. This leads to a possible

classification of the recombination processes. In the case of radiative recombination, this

energy is emitted in the form of a photon. In the case of non-radiative recombination, it is

passed on to one or more phonons and in Auger recombination it is given off in the form of

kinetic energy to another electron. Another classification scheme considers the individual

energy levels and particles involved. These different processes are further illustrated in

Figure 3.1 4].

2.1 Carrier rec.)i:i.)LiLition mechanisms in semiconductors [4].
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Band - to - band recombination occurs when an electron transfer occurs from its

conduction band state into the empty valence band state associated with the hole. This band-

to-band transition is typically also a radiative transition in direct band gap semiconductors.

Trap-assisted recombination occurs when an electron transfer into a "trap", an energy

level within the band gap caused by the presence of a foreign atom or a structural defect.

Once the trap is filled, it cannot accept another electron. The electron occupying the trap, in a

second step, falls into an empty valence band state, thereby completing the recombination

process. One can envision this process as a two-step transition of an electron from the

conduction band to the valence band or as the annihilation of the electron and hole, which

meet each other in the trap. We will refer to this process as Shockley-Read-Hall (SRH)

recombination [4].

Auger recombination is a process in which an electron and a hole recombine in a

band-to-band transition, but now the resulting energy is given off to another electron or hole.

The involvement of a third particle affects the recombination rate so that one needs to treat

Auger recombination differently from band-to-band recombination.

Each of these recombination mechanisms can be reversed leading to carrier

generation rather than recombination. A single expression will be used to describe

recombination as well as generation for each of the above mechanisms. In addition, there are

generation mechanisms, which do not have an associated recombination mechanism:

generation  of carriers by light absorption or a high-energy electron/particle beam. These

processes are referred to as ionization processes.
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impact ionization, which is the generation mechanism, associated with Auger

recombination also belongs to this category. The generation mechanisms are illustrated in

Figure 3.2 [4j.

Figure 3.2 Carrier generation due to light absorption and ionization due to high-energy
particle beams 14j.

Carrier generation due to light absorption occurs if the photon energy is large enough

to lift an electron from the valence band into an empty conduction band state, generating one

electron-hole pair. The photon energy needs to be larger than the band gap energy to satisfy

this condition. The photon is absorbed in this process and the excess energy, Eh - E g , is

added to the electron and the hole in the form of kinetic energy.

Carrier generation or ionization due to a high-energy beam consisting of charged

particles is similar except that the available energy can be much larger than the band gap

energy so that multiple electron-hole pairs can be formed.
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The high-energy particle gradually loses its energy and eventually stops. This generation

mechanism is used in semiconductor-based nuclear particle counters. As the number of

ionized electron-hole pairs varies with the energy of the particle, one can also use such

detectors to measure the particle energy.

Finally, there is a generation process called impact ionization, the generation

mechanism that is the counterpart of Auger recombination. Impact ionization is caused by an

electron/hole with energy, which is much larger/smaller than the conduction/valence band

edge. This mechanism is illustrated in Figure 3.3 [4].

Figure 3.3 Impact ionization and avalanche multiplication of electrons and holes in the
presence of a large electric field [4].

The excess energy  is given off to generate an electron-hole pair through a band-to-

band transition. This generation process causes avalanche multiplication in semiconductor

diodes under high reverse bias: As one carrier accelerates in the electric field, it gains energy.
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The kinetic energy is given off to an electron in the valence band, thereby creating an

electron-hole pair. The resulting two electrons can create two more electrons, which generate

four more causing an avalanche multiplication effect. Electrons as well as holes contribute to

avalanche multiplication :41.

3.1.2 Simple Recombination-Generation Model

A simple model for the recombination-generation mechanisms states that the recombination-

generation rate is proportional to the excess carrier density. It acknowledges the fact that no

recombination takes place if the carrier density equals the thermal equilibrium value. The

resulting expression for the recombination of electrons in a p-type semiconductor is given by:

where the parameter r can be interpreted as the average time after which an excess minority

carrier recombines.

For each of the different recombination mechanisms, the recombination rate can be

simplified to this form when applied to minority carriers in a "quasi-neutral" semiconductor.

The recombination rates of the majority carriers equals that of the minority carriers since in

ate recombination involves an equal number of holes and electrons. Therefore, the

recombination rate of the majority carriers depends on the excess-minority-carrier-density as

the minority carriers limit the recombination rate.
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3.1.3 Band-To-Band Recombination

Band-to-band recombination depends on the density of available electrons and holes. Both

carrier types need to be available in the recombination process. Therefore, the rate is

expected to be proportional to the product of n and p. Also, in thermal equilibrium, the

recombination rate must equal the generation rate since there is no net recombination or

generation. As the product of n and p equals n,2 in thermal equilibrium, where n, is the

intrinsic carrier concentration, the net recombination rate can be expressed as:

where h is the bimolecular recombination constant and b-b denotes band-to-band

recombination.

3.1.4 Trap Assisted Recombination

The net recombination rate for trap-assisted recombination is given by:

where,
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3.1.5 Surface Recombination

Recombination at semiconductor surfaces and interfaces can have a significant impact on the

behavior of devices. This is because surfaces and interfaces typically contain a large number

of recombination centers due to the abrupt termination of the semiconductor crystal, which

leaves a large number of electrically active dangling bonds. In addition, the surfaces and

interfaces are more likely to contain impurities since they are exposed during the device

fabrication process.

The net recombination rate due to trap-assisted recombination and generation is

given by [4 ]

This expression is identical to that of Shockley-Hall-Read recombination. The only

difference is that the recombination is due to a two-dimensional density of traps, N ts, as the

traps only exist at the surface or interface. 4_

This equation can be further simplified for minority carriers in a quasi-neutral region.

For instance for electrons in a quasi-neutral p-type region, p >> n and p >> n, so that for E,
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where the recombination velocity, vs , is given by:

3.1.6 Auger Recombination

Auger recombination involves three particles: an electron and a hole, which recombines in a

band-to-band transition and give off the resulting energy to another electron or hole. The

expression for the net recombination rate is therefore similar to that of band-to-band

recombination but includes the density of the electrons or holes, which receive the released

energy from the electron-hole annihilation:

where F, and F are the recombination constants. The two terms correspond to the two

possible mechanisms.

3.2 Generation due to light

Carriers can be generated in semiconductors by illuminating the semiconductor with light.

The energy of the incoming photons is used to bring an electron from a lower energy level to

a higher energy level. In the case where an electron is removed from the valence band and

added to the conduction band, an electron-hole pair is generated. A necessary condition for

this to happen is that the energy of the photon, Eh, is larger than the band gap energy, Eg . As

the energy of the photon is given off to the electron, the photon no longer exists.If each

 absorbed photon creates one electron-hole pair, the electron and hole

generation rates are given by [4]
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where o: is the absorption coefficient of the material at the energy of the incoming photon.

The absorption of light in a semiconductor causes the optical power to decrease with

distance. This effect is described mathematically by:

The calculation of the generation rate of carriers therefore requires first a calculation

of the optical power within the structure from which the generation rate can then be obtained

using Eq. (3.12).

3.3 Wavelength/Band Gap Engineering

How can one change the wavelength of the light produced by radiative

recombination? Combine two similar (direct) compound semiconductors with different band

gaps. Luckily, most III-V compounds are completely miscible in ternary or even quaternary

crystals. From the two compounds GaAs and AlAs we can make ternary GaAl1-xA sx, from

GaAs and InP we can produce quaternary Ga1-xInxAs1-yPy .

Here we focus on just a few of the especially important properties:

1. Band gap

2. Band type (direct or indirect)

3. Lattice constant

4. Thermal expansion coefficient



The last two properties will be of ovr na technical importance as soon as we learn how

to make heterostructures, i.e. junction of two different semiconductors. There are some

standard diagrams showing major properties of the most important combinations of

semiconductor heterostructure function. The first and most important one shows the band

gap vs. the lattice constant including information about the band type. It is shown below,

with the II-VI compounds included for-comparison.

Figure 3.4 Band gap vs. the lattice constant of III-V and II-VI compound
semiconductors [41.
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There is an enormous amount of information in this diagram (note that "X-gap" and L-gap"

both denote indirect band gaps at the respective positions in the band diagram [Fig. 3.3].

These are summarized as follows:

Most III-V compounds radiate at wavelength above the visible region, i.e. in the infrared.

However, adding some Al to GaAs producing AlxGa1-xAs, will shift the wavelength into the

red region of the spectrum leading to red luminescence diodes.

GaAs and AlAs have almost the same lattice constant; we can thus combine any of these

materials without encountering mechanical stress. There are no III-V compounds in the

diagram that emit blue light - this is a severe problem for many potential applications [7].

While SiC is useful for making blue LED's, it is only with the recent advent of GaN that

this problem was solved. SiC and GaN crystals, however, are not of the "zinc-blende" type

common to all the III-Vs in the diagram but have a hexagonal unit cell. They therefore do not

easily mix with the others[6].

At 1.3 p.m or 1.5-µm wavelength i.e., the infrared wavelength of prime importance for

optical communications - we should work with combinations of InAs, GaAs, and AISb are of

critical importance. Most interesting, the II-VI compounds are all direct semiconductors and

span a much larger range of wavelengths than the III-V's[7].

The technically most important materials for applications in visible and Infrared

LED's are summarized in Table 3.1 One observes that there are ternary and quaternary

compounds, and that the external or total efficiency — the relation of light out to total power

in -- in most cases. The external efficiency is different from the quantum

efficiency (relation of light produced to total power minus Ohmic losses), since some of the

light produced may never leave the device. The total efficiency of a standard light bulb is
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just a few percent. The semiconductor vi. 	 .o not look so bad in this context, and that one

can obtain approximately upto 30 Y quantum efficiency in extreme cases is encouraging.  An

exotic exciton process can account for an efficiency of 15 % [17].

Table 3.1 Summary of properties of doping materials 13,4].



CHAPTER 4

LIGHT EMISSION IN SOLID -STATE MATERIALS

4.1 Introduction

Light emission in solid-state materials occurs in several ways. These include phenomena

such as luminescence, florescence, phosphorescence etc.

4.2 Classification of light emission phenomenon

4.2.1 Luminescence

When solids get very hot they can emit light. This is incandescence. Boyle, in 1688, carefully

described five similarities between burning coal and 'shining wood'; the latter now known to

be caused by a luminous fungus. Both produced their own light, but only in the presence of

air, and both could be extinguished by removal of air. Whereas 'a live coal' was irreversibly

extinguished by withdrawing air for a few minutes, 'shining wood', on the other hand, could

easily regenerate its light, even if air was not re-admitted [7].

By 1794, J. Hutton had proposed the term 'incandescence' to describe the emission of

light by a body heated to a high temperature. It is to be noted that the limits of color

recognition for the human eye are approximately 400 nm (violet) to 750 (red), though under

extreme light intensities this response range can sometimes be extended to 350-900 nm. In

incandescence a faint red glow can be detected at 525°C (798 K). As the temperature rises

the light becomes dark red, then turns yellow, and becomes increasingly white as blue light

4.11.
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Table 4.1 Typical colors of incandescence
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A large number of inorganic and organic compounds have now been identified in the

literature which also luminance after being irradiated by ultraviolet or visible light.

Wiedemann, in his original paper of 1888, proposed that a "luminescent substance" was one

that "becomes luminous by the action of an external perturbation which does not involve an

appropriate rise in temperature." Wiedemann initially distinguished six types of

luminescence and designated them by a prefix: photoluminescence, caused by absorption of

light; electroluminescence, produced in gases by an electric discharge; thermo luminescence.

produced by slight heating; triboluminescence. as a result of friction; crystalloluminescence.

as a result of crystallization; and chemiluminescence, the result of chemical processes [See

Table 4.21.

The key difference between incandescence and luminescence is not so much heat, but

electronic energy levels within atoms or molecules, in the case of luminescence, or

transitions in energy levels between atoms or molecules, in the case of incandescence.



The energy levels can be displayed diagrammatically by energy well diagram, or more

simply by the Jablonski diagram, as seen in Figure 4.1.

Figure 4.1 Excited states Jablonski diagram [7].

Thus luminescence is concerned primarily with the emission of visible or near-visible

radiation (200-1500 nm) when electrons in excited orbital decay to their ground state, the

light arising from the potential energy of electronic transitions within atoms or molecules. In

the many types of luminescence ( See Table 4.2), the prefix identifies the energy source

responsible for generating or releasing the light.

Incandescence is light arising from losses in kinetic energy between atoms or

molecules. This energy is usually supplied initially as heat. Heat can generate electronically

excited states in the gas phase giving rise to pyroluminescence. In contrast, in thermo

luminescence, gentle heating, usually in the temperature range of 100-500 °C, can provide

the to rcke electronic energy, initially absorbed from

ultraviolet and visible light or subatomic particles. This occurs in a crystal or liquid

containing	 Absorption of a photon by the intrinsic material can excite an electron
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to a higher energy level. A 'hole' is left nj due to loss of a negatively charged electron,

and thus behaves like a positive charge. A positive 'hole attracts an excited electron, the

association being known as an exciton. But the exciton can jump between molecules in the

crystal. In a pure crystal, the energy of the exciton can re-associate with 'hole' and the

electron is dissipated as heat [7].

However, if there are dislocations, structural boundaries, or chemical impurities

within the crystal, the exciton may be trapped there for a duration that is long enough to

allow thermo luminescence to occur. Now, when the crystal is heated, the energy of the

exciton can be emitted as light, the emission spectrum being characterized by the impurity

rather than intrinsic component.



Table 4.2. A Classification of luminescence, based on E.N. Harvey
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In chemiluminescence. the electronically excited state is generated by a chemical reaction.

As a result. the excited molecule. the product of the reaction, has a different atomic structure

from the initial substance.

Phosphorescence soon became a popular term for any kind of 'cold light', including

that emitted by luminous organisms. E. Becquerel carried out many experiments on

luminescence in the mid-19th century, including the invention of a phosphoroscope for

measuring the minimum duration of phosphorescence.

Fluorescence (Latin fluo - I flow) was first introduced by Sir George Stokes in 1853

to describe a phenomenon observed in 1845 by Sir John Herschel M. Herschel found that

certain substances, e.g., quinine sulphate or calcium fluoride minerals (known as fluorspar),

when exposed to ultraviolet radiation. gave off visible blue light. However, the phenomenon

was of very short duration since, unlike phosphorescent minerals, no light was observable

immediately after the UV lamp was switched off. Phosphorescence is most striking when it

lasts for many minutes. However, in 1858 Becquerel, using his phosphoroscope, reduced the

time between irradiation and light emission in some phosphorescent substances to 0.1 ms.

In short, one can define the following terms. Luminescence is the emission of

electromagnetic radiation in UV, visible and IR radiation from atoms or molecules as a result

of the transition of an electronically excited state to a lower energy state, usually the ground

state. Fluorescence is luminescence from a single electronically excited state and is of very

short duration after removal of the source of excitation. Phosphorescence is luminescence

after the source of excitation is removed.
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4.3 Absorption and emission of light

4.3.1 Absorption of Light in Semiconductors

The optical efficiency, h opt, is easy to understand by understanding the mechanisms

that prevent photons from leaving the device. The following mechanisms are considered:

The emitted photon is absorbed before arriving at an internal surface of the device.

The emitted photon makes it to the internal surface of the device but is reflected back into the

interior and then absorbed. A photon creates an electron hole pair occupying some energy

levels; including, e.g. exciton levels. In this process, all the conservation laws must be

obeyed; phonons or other third particles may have to assist the process. The dominating

absorption process usually is the direct band-to-band process. For indirect band gap

semiconductors, this requires a larger energy than the band gap. The band-to-band absorption

process is also called the fundamental absorption process. It is described by Beer's law:

The intensity I of the light at a depth z in the semiconductor, I ( z ), is given by:

I„ = intensity at z = 0

α = α(hv) = absorption coefficient of the material.

It is clear that a must be a strong function of the energy h v of the photons.

For h v < E g(direct), no electron hole pairs can be created, the material is transparent and a is

small. For h v = Eg(direct), absorption should be strong. All mechanisms other than the

excitons), but usually are not very pronounced. The absorption coefficients of major

semiconductors are shown in Figure 4.2 [8]



Figure 4.2 Absorption coefficients of semiconductors [8j.

4.3.2 The optical efficiency hopt

For an LED. it is noticed that light with wavelengths corresponding to the absorption edge

will be absorbed within a few p.m of the material surface - and that is the case for the light

emitted by radiative recombination. Also we notice that only light  from the edges of the p-n-

junction has a chance to make it to the surface of the device. The reabsorbed radiation

reduces the effective optical efficiency.



Figure 4.3 (a) Cross-section of LED ., (b) Vertical p-n junction LED device - 7].

If one fabricates a junction more like the device shown in Fig.4.3 b, the situation is

somewhat improved, but it might be difficult to drive high currents in the central region of

the device, far away from the contacts. It may be appropriate to choose an n-type material

with a larger band gap than the p-type material and see to it that light is generated in the p-

type material. Its photon energy would be too small for absorption by the large band gap

material and it could escape without absorption. In this case we utilize a heterojunction or

heterostructures, which are the combination of different semiconductors. One sees that

getting the light out of the device (and having it more or less focused or otherwise influenced

in its directional characteristics), is a major part of optoelectronic technology.
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4.4 Light emission in Silicon

Silicon is the principal material in microelectronics because of its good mechanical, chemical

and electrical properties. The development of silicon and optoelectronic integrated devices

requires combining electrical and optical interconnections. Electrical signal is converted by

LED to optical form, transferred to another part of the chip and converted back to electrical

form by a photodiode. Silicon is a poor light emitter due to its indirect band gap. High

efficiency III -V LED is challenging to integrate into a chip using conventional IC

technology. Hybrid solutions are expensive and often ineffective. Furthermore, compound

semiconductors require special interfacial layers to grow epitaxially on crystalline silicon.

In the search for alternative light emitting materials, silicon based materials are

promising because of the advantages of silicon technology and the ease of integration in

silicon device manufacturing. The discovery of bright photoluminescence (PL) from

electrochemically etched porous silicon (p-Si) has increased efforts directed in fabrication of

efficient silicon based LEDs 12. The use of porous silicon has been limited due to

instability of its optical properties and mechanical fragility. Good alternatives to porous Si

are specialized structures with quantum layers, wires and quantum dots.
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4.5 Summary of Properties of Silicon

4.5.1 Material Properties

Although many elements and intermetallic compounds exhibit semiconducting properties,

silicon is widely used in the fabrication of semiconductor devices and microcircuits. Of many

reasons of choice, the most important are the following: silicon is an elemental

semiconductor. It can be subjected to a large variety of processing steps without the problem

of decomposition that are ever present with compound semiconductors. Consequently, it can

be fabricated into microcircuits capable of operation at higher temperatures. At the present

time, the upper operating temperature for silicon microcircuits is between 125 to 175 °C,

which is acceptable for both commercial and military applications. Silicon lends itself readily

to surface passivation treatments. This takes the form of a layer of thermally grown SiO2,

which provides a high degree of protection to the underlying device. The fabrication of

devices such as metal-oxide semiconductor (MOS) transistors has emphasized that this oxide

provides perfect control of surface phenomena.

A significant technological base has been established to take advantage of its

characteristics. This includes development of a number of advanced processes for deposition

and doping of silicon layers, as well as sophisticated equipment for forming and defining

intricate patterns for very-large-scale-integration (VLSI). Although silicon is the workhorse

of the semiconductor industry, it is not an optimum choice in every respect. Its indirect band

gap does not allow many functions to be performed by silicon. These include transferred

scillarors lasers. light-emitting devices, and a variety of highly efficient light

weight photovoltaic devices for space as well as terrestrial applications[2].
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4.5.2 Physical Properties

In single crystal form, silicon adopts the diamond lattice structure, with 5.2 x 10 22 atoms /cm 3

and each atom covalently bonded to four nearest neighbors. Many of its physical properties

result from its strong covalent bonding. In pure form, its lattice structure constant is 5.43086

A at 300K, increasing by +0.02% with doping,. The nearest neighbor distance between silicon

atoms in the diamond lattice is 2.35163 A. The intrinsic carrier concentration for silicon is

about 10 10 cm -3 at 300 K. Thus, silicon cannot be made semi-insulating (SI). When thermally

oxidized. silicon has a significantly lower density of surface states. The electron mobility of

lightly doped silicon is 1350 cm 2 /Vs and that of hole mobility is 475 cm 2/Vs at 300 K. Shear

stress for silicon is 3.61x 10 7 dyne cm -2 . Due to this property of silicon, it is possible to

handle 300-mm wafers in device manufacturing. The minimum separation between

conduction bands, which is the thermal activation energy, is 1.1eV. However, the minimum

vertical transition is —2.5 eV. The semiconductor band gap Eg(T) is expected to be

dependent on temperature, T, through two effects. lattice dilation and electron-phonon

interaction j6]. Direct transitions will thus only be possible with visible photons. Any

infrared absorption must arise from indirect transitions



CHAPTER 5

SEMICONDUCTOR DEVICES

5.1 Introduction

P-n junctions are an integral part of several optoelectronic devices. These include

photodiodes, solar cells, light emitting diodes (LEDs) and semiconductor lasers. In this

chapter. the principle of operation of these devices is discussed and expressions for key

parameters are presented -_8].

5.2 Photodiodes

Photodiodes and solar cells are essentially the same as the p-n junctions. However, when the

photodiode is exposed to light, a photocurrent is generated in addition to the diode current so

that the total diode current is given by:

where the additional photocurrent, I h, due to photogeneration of electrons and holes. This

is shown in Figure 5.1. These electrons and holes are separated by the electric field in the

depletion region.

Figure 5.1 Motion of photo-generated carriers in a p-n photodiode [

49
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The photo-generated carriers cause a photocurrent, which opposes the diode current under

forward bias. Therefore, the diode can be used as a photo detector - using a reverse or zero

bias voltage  - as the measured photocurrent is proportional to the incident light intensity. The

diode can also be used as a solar cell - using, a forward bias - to generate electrical power.

The primary characteristics of a photodiode are the responsivity, the dark current and

the bandwidth. The responsivity is the photocurrent divided by the incident optical power.

The maximum photocurrent in a photodiode equals :8::

Where P in is the incident optical power and 'ph is the photocurrent. This maximum

photocurrent occurs when each incoming photon creates one electron-hole pair, which

contributes to the photocurrent. The photocurrent at the surface of the photodiode, taking into

account absorption over a thickness d in a material with an absorption coefficient α, is given

by 181

where R is the reflectance.

The photocurrent is further reduced if photo-generated electron-hole pairs recombine

within the photodiode instead of being, swept into the regions where they are majority

The dark current is the current through the diode in the absence of light. This current

is due to the ideal diode current, the generation/recombination of carriers in the depletion



region and any surface leakage, which occurs in the diode. The dark current limits the

minimum power detected by the photodiode, since a photocurrent much smaller than the dark

current would be difficult to distinguish [8].

However, the true limitation is the shot noise generated by the current through the

diode. The shot noise as quantified by the average of the square of the noise current is given

by:

where I is the diode current, i is the shot noise, and Δf is the bandwidth of the detector. The

bandwidth of the diode is affected by the transit time of the photo-generated carriers through

the diode and by the capacitance of the diode. The carrier transit time yields the intrinsic

bandwidth of the diode while the capacitance together with the impedance of the amplifier or

the transmission line connected to the diode yields the parasitic RC delay.

5.3 Solar Cells

Solar cells are typically illuminated with sunlight and are intended to convert the solar energy

into electrical energy. The solar energy is a form of electromagnetic radiation, more

specifically "black-body" radiation. The sun's spectrum is consistent with that of a black

body at a temperature of 5800 K. The solar radiation spectrum has a peak at 0.8 eV. A

significant part of the spectrum is in the visible range of the spectrum (400 - 700 nm). The



Only a fraction of the solar spectrum actualy:, makes it to the earth's surface. Scattering and

absorption in the earth's atmosphere. and the incident angle affect the incident power density,

Therefore, the available power density depends on the time of the day, the season and the

latitude of a specific location.

Of the sunlight that is incident on solar cell, only photons with energy larger than the

energy band gap of the semiconductor generate electron-hole pairs. In addition, one finds that

the voltage across the solar cell at the point where it delivers its maximum power is less than

the band gap energy in electron volt. The overall power-conversion efficiency of single-

crystalline solar cells ranges from 10 to 30 °,/0 yielding 10 to 30 mW/cm2 [13].

Figures 5.2 and 5.3 illustrate the calculation of the maximum power of a solar cell.

The sign convention of the current and voltage is shown as well. It considers a current

produced by the cell to be positive as it leads to electrical power generation. The power

generated depends on the solar cell itself and the load connected to it. As an example, a

resistive load is shown in the diagram below.

Figure 5.2 Circuit diagram and sign convention of a p-n junction solar cell connected to a
resistive load 13].
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The current and the power as function of the forward bias voltage across the diode are shown

in Figure 5.3 for a photocurrent of 1 mA:

Figure 5.3 Current-Voltage (I-V) and Power-Voltage (P-V) characteristics of a p-n diode
solar cell with 'ph = 1 mA and I, = 10-10 A. The crosshatched area indicates the power
generated by the solar cell. The markers indicate the voltage and current, V m and I,
(maximum voltage and current), for which the maximum power, Pm is generated [13 ] .

We identify the open-circuit voltage, V oc , as the voltage across the illuminated cell at

zero current. The short-circuit current, I„, is the current through the illuminated cell if the

voltage across the cell is zero. The short-circuit current is close to the photocurrent while the

open-circuit voltage is close to the turn-on voltage of the diode as measured on a current

scale similar to that of the photocurrent. The power equals the product of the diode voltage

and current and at first increases linearly with the diode voltage but then rapidly goes to zero

turn-on voltage	 of the 	 diode. The power is 	 obtained at a voltage labeled

as V„, with Im being the current at that voltage [11].
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The till factor of the solar cell is defined a 	 ratio of the maximum power of the cell to the

product of the open-circuit voltage. V. and the short-circuit current, 1,„ [121

where I- is the maximum current, Vm  is the maximum voltage, I s, is the short circuit current

and V 0  is the open circuit voltage.

5.4. LEDs

Light emitting diodes are p-n junction in which the recombination of electrons and holes

yield photons. This radiative recombination process occurs primarily in direct band gap

semiconductors where the lowest conduction band minimum and the highest valence band

maximum occur at k = 0, where k is the wave number. Examples of direct band gap

semiconductors are GaAs, InP, GaP, and GaN while most group IV semiconductors

including Si, Ge and SiC are indirect band gap semiconductors.

The radiative recombination process is in competition with non-radiative

recombination processes such as trap-assisted recombination. Radiative recombination

dominates at high minority-carrier densities. Using a quantum well, a thin region with a

lower band gap positioned at the metallurgical junction, one can obtain high carrier densities

at low current densities. These quantum well LEDs have high internal quantum efficiency as

nearly every electron injected in the quantum well recombines with a hole yielding

The external quantum efficiency of planar LEDs is much lower than unity due to total

internal reflection. As the photons are generated in the semiconductor, which has a high



refractive index, only photons traveling normal to the semiconductor-air interface can exit

the semiconductor. For GaAs with a refractive index of 3.5, the angle for total internal

reflection equals 17° so that only a few percent of the generated photons can escape the

semiconductor. This effect can be avoided by having a spherical semiconductor shape, which

ensures that most photons are normal to the interface. The external quantum efficiency can

thereby be increased to values larger than 50% [13, 22].



CHAPTER 6

LED FUNDAMENTALS

6.1 Fundamentals

6.1.1 Light-Emitting Diodes

Light-emitting diodes (LEDs) use the ability of p-n junctions to inject electrons and holes

into the same region of the semiconductor so that they may emit light by spontaneous

emission [25].

They are used in many applications, including displays, short-distance

communications over fibers, opto-isolators (optocouplers, for voltage-isolated triggering

of triacs and thyristors), indicator lights, high-brightness lamps, and infrared wireless

communication (e.g., remote controls and free-space data links).

6.1.2 Emission Mechanisms

Light emission in LEDs can be produced by direct band-to-band transitions, as in the

spontaneous emission spectrum in direct-band gap semiconductors, or through impurity

states. LEDs based on direct band-to-band transitions can be made in essentially any direct-

gap semiconductor material or combinations of materials in which a p-n junction can be

made that creates overlapping electron and hole populations under forward bias. The use of

impurities is particularly important for some visible LEDs where historically there was no

convenient direct-gap semiconductor with sufficiently large band gap energy. Figure. 6.1
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Figure 6.1 Illustration of various - different impurity-related radiative recombination
mechanisms that could be used in LEDs. (a) donor state to valence band; (b) conduction state
to acceptor state; (c) donor state to acceptor state; (d) E-k diagram of electronic state to
valence state recombination in an indirect semiconductor [7].

6.1.3 Emission Through Dopant Levels

If the dopants are not ionized, they contain the carriers required for spontaneous emission. It

is also the case that at high doping densities, the dopant atoms are no longer necessarily

relatively isolated from one another, leading to variations in the energies of the states as the

dopants interact. As a result of such interactions, a relatively smooth density of states can

emerge below the conduction band edge and above the valence band edge, sometimes

referred to as a "band tail," a region that can be difficult to analyze theoretically. At high

doping., densities, therefore, emission becomes possible below the band gap energy, where,
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incidentally the undoped regions of the same material are not absorbing. Hence, usin g

impurity emission, simple homojunctions. such as the silicon doped GaAs LED, can be

relatively efficient, emitting below the and ip energy at about 940 nm instead of the —870

nm emission that would be expected for direct band-to-band transitions.

The emission spectrum of an early GaAs LED is shown in Figure 6.2. At high doping

densities, there can be significant occupation of doping levels, e.g., electrons in donor states,

and holes in acceptor states. This might seem counter-intuitive, but can be deduced from

statistical mechanics. Essentially, as the semiconductor is doped more heavily, the number

of dopant states increases whereas the number of states into which they can ionize remains

the same, a trend that leads to fewer of the ionized dopant states.



Figure 6.2 Emission spectrum for a GaAs LED at room temperature and at 77 K
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6.1.4 Emission through Isoelectronic Traps

Isoelectronic doping involves the substitution of an atom of one of the elements of the

semiconductor with another atom with the same number of valence electrons. This can lead

to the appearance of a state in the band gap of the material while not adding or subtracting

electrons. A classic, and highly utilized, example is nitrogen in GaAs 1-xPx, which leads to an

electron level below the conduction band energy minimum.

An electron in the isoelectronic level usually is very localized in space. As a result, it

does not have a well-defined k value. In fact, if we Fourier analyze the electron wave

function (i.e., using k states as a basis set), it will have components corresponding to a broad

range of values of k. As a result, even though the semiconductor band gap may be indirect,

the isoelectronic center will have significant components near k = 0, and radiative

recombination will be possible without phonons.

The optical transitions associated with the isoelectronic impurity may actually be

what are known as "bound excitons." The terminology "bound" has several meanings. A

bound exciton is one formed from a fixed charge of one polarity (e.g., an electron in the case

of a nitrogen isoelectronic state occupied by an electron), and a mobile charge of the opposite

polarity (e.g., a hole in the valence band). Such a bound exciton is distinct from a free

exciton (formed from an electron in the conduction band and a hole in the valence band) that

may or may not be in a bound (i.e., not ionized) state. Bound excitons share some of the

physical features of free excitons. in particular, the optical absorption strength (and hence the

emission strength also) is increased in case of a bound exciton compared to that of a free

electron and hole because the charged particles are more likely to be found in the same

energy since the hole is orbiting around the fixed electron. This excitonic behavior
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therefore can increase the efficiency of optical emission. The specific and important case of

GaAs1-xPx is illustrated below. Figure 6.3 shows the bandgaps and band structure for these

alloys, showing the transition due to indirect behavior at x = 0.45.

Figure 6.3 (a) Direct (G) and indirect (X) band gaps of GaAs1-xPx as a function of the alloy
concentration x. (b) Illustration of the form of the conduction band at different x values [2].

Figure 6.4 (a) shows the quantum efficiency of GaAs1-xPx LEDs as the material

changes from being a direct-gap semiconductor below x = 0.45, to an indirect gap. Unless the

isoelectronic level from the nitrogen is added, the quantum efficiency (photons emitted per

electron of current drops drastically for the indirect band gap material [19].

Figure 6.4 (b) shows the emission wavelength with and without the nitrogen added.

Figure 6.4 (b) is consistent with the concept that the nitrogen level likely lies somewhere
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below the conduction band, since the wavelengths of emission are always longer for a given

composition when the nitrogen center is involved.

Figure 6.4 (a) Quantum efficiency of GaAs1-xPx, LEDs as a function of the alloy composition,
with and without nitrogen isoelectronic centers. (b) Peak emission wavelength as a function
of alloy composition :1].

6.2 Emission Wavelength of LEDs

Because of the broad range of available direct-gap semiconductors, and the additional

possibilities using isoelectronic centers in indirect materials, there is a very wide spectral

range. from the mid-infrared to essentially the entire visible spectrum, over which LEDs can

be made to emit. Table 6.1 lists various possible materials and wavelengths.
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Table 6.1 List of various materials for fabrication of LEDs, and the typical wavelengths of
emission [7].

LEDs with emission at visible wavelengths are of particular practical interest for use in

indicators and displays. The effectiveness of different wavelengths for stimulating the human

eye is shown in Figure 6.5 [11.
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Figure 6.5. Relative sensitivity of the human eye to different wavelengths [2 ] .

The relative sensitivity curve shows that the eye is much more sensitive in the yellow

green than in the red or the blue. For LEDs, this is not so much a problem for red emission,

where relatively effective direct-gap semiconductors are available, but makes visibly bright

blue LEDs even more difficult. Figure 6.6 shows the spectra of various LEDs.
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Figure 6.6 Spectra of various LEDs (normalizing all intensities to the peak intensity for each
LLD [1].

6.3 Speed Of Response Of LEDs

The speed of response of an LED is essentially set by the recombination time T recomb,

since this is the time taken for the build up and decay of the minority carrier populations

inside the diode, or at least for the distribution to settle towards its steady state value in the

conducting regions  of the diode. As a result, the modulation speed of an LED is somewhat

limited. Simple analysis of a diode (e.g., from the continuity equations assuming a constant

recombination lifetime) will lead to a modulation bandwidth, Δf, given by [12::

Δf	 1/ 277 recombination •	 (6.1)

If one tries to make the LED response faster by reducing the recombination time, for

example by introducing fast non-radiative recombination through traps, we may speed up the

LED, but the efficiency will decrease because of the resulting non-radiative recombination.

Figure 5.12 shows examples of the efficiency of LEDs as a function of their modulation

bandwidth Though high speed LEDs can be made for moderate bit-rate communications
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applications (e.g., in the range of many Mb/s), typical high-efficiency LEDs used for

indicator lights and displays may have modulation bandwidths of a few hundred kHz.

Figure 6.7 Output power as a function of the modulation bandwidth of various light emitting
Diodes [ 1 j.

6.4 Structures For LED

LEDs come in a few basic varieties. These consist of applications as surface-emitting LEDs

and edge-emitting LEDs. Most LEDs used for indicators are surface emitters. Two surface

emitting structures are shown in Figure 6.8. In Figure 6.8 (a), the GaAsP diode is grown on a

graded alloy on a GaAs substrate that is opaque to the LED emission wavelength. The use of

alloy is to adjust the lattice constant smoothly to that of the GaAsP. The structure
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f Figure 6.8 (b) is similar, but is on a GaP substrate that is transparent, and so some of the

light can be reflected back off of the bottom reflective contact for improved efficiency.

Figure 6.8 Surface-emitting LEDs with (a) an opaque substrate, and (b) a transparent
substrate with a bottom reflector 1,8].
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Another surface emitting structure is shown in Figure 6.9 the so-called Burrus diode.

In this case, the light is actually emitted in the substrate direction, but the substrate itself has

been removed. An opening in an insulating silicon oxide layer allows a very local p-contact

to be made over only a small area, thus restricting the current flow to that small area. Such a

structure is very useful for small, efficient, infrared LEDs designed for coupling to optical

fibers.

Figure 6.9 Surface-emitting LEDs with an opaque substrate and a transparent
substrate with a bottom reflector 111.
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Figure 6.10 Relative emission efficiency of emission in a microcavity LED (shown in the
insert) as a function of the (internal) angle of the light, showing high efficiency at zero angle
(i.e., for light propagating perpendicular to the mirror surface. The second peak at high angle
corresponds to a sideways waveguide mode [7].

A recent form of surface-emitting LED in research stage uses a microcavity to enhance the

LED emission, as illustrated in Figure 6.10 . The microcavity is formed from multilayer

semiconductor mirrors (possibly also with metal reflectors), spaced typically half a

wavelength or a wavelength apart. In the microcavity for light of a wavelength such that it is

approximately resonant in the cavity, the light at that resonant wavelength is efficiently

emitted along the cavity direction, but light at other angles is not, since there is not the

constructive interference to build up the field amplitude to allow emission through the highly

reflecting mirrors. The light emitted at other angles can be reflected back into the active layer

for absorption and a second chance at being emitted in the desired direction. Such a

structure can give a narrower emission angle for the light, and higher overall efficiency (e.g.,
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>1O quantum efficiency of emission). Edge emitting LEDs can be made using structures

similar to those used for waveguide lasers, with an example being shown in Figure 6.11.

Figure 6.11 Edge emitting LED example [7].

6.5 Emission Efficiency Of LEDs

LEDs are fundamentally not very efficient at emitting all of the photons generated for a

number of reasons:

• By definition, the LED does not have an inverted population, and hence there is

finite optical absorption even in the excited region, leading to reabsorption of some

of the photons.

• There is a large index difference between the semiconductor structure and the air.

This leads to Fresnel reflections from the surface. Though a surface can be

coated, it is not possible to make such a coating that works at all

angles. Even at normal incidence, Fresnel reflections are —35% in typical III-V

semiconductors.
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• Because the index outside is much smaller than the index inside, there is a critical

angle beyond which all rays incident on the surface from the inside are totally

internally reflected. This is illustrated in Figure 6.12 Past the critical angle, 0, given

by

where n r is the refractive index of the semiconductor material, all of the light is reflected

back into the semiconductor. For ri r = 3.6, 0,— 16 degrees, meaning that most of the light is

reflected back into the semiconductor.

6.6 Total Internal Reflection

Figure 6.12 Illustration of total internal reflection of light from an emission region in an
LED 17,8].
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Even those photons that are successfully omitted from the surface are generally emitted over

a broad angle. Though broad angles might be useful for some applications, such as

illumination, they are not desirable for others, such as coupling into single-mode optical

fibers. The use of lenses can help make the LED more directional, as illustrated in Figure

6.13.

Figure 6.13 Illustration of the intensity as a function of emission angle for (a) a plane
surface LED, (b) an LED with a hemispherical lens, and (c) with a parabolic lens [8].

No linear optical system of any kind is able to increase the "brightness" of an

incoherent source like an LED or a tungsten bulb. "Brightness" is defined as the power per

unit area, per unit solid angle, per unit wavelength (in a given polarization). This imposes

basic limitations on the ability to couple light from an LED into, for example, a single-mode

optical fiber, and this "constant brightness theorem" can be proved directly from the second

law of thermodynamics. Essentially, if one could increase the "brightness" of a source, i.e.,

the power per unit solid angle per unit wavelength, solely through the use of linear optics of

any kind, then one could use that linear optics to increase the "brightness" of emission from a

body," which would mean that we could heat up a hotter black body with a colder

one, which violates the second law of thermodynamics. It is a fundamental reason why

coherent sources, such as lasers, with their extremely high "brightness" from their narrow
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line widths and beams, offer abilities that cannot be matched by incoherent sources like

LEDs. Figure 6.14 shows various practical LED structures.

Figure 6.14Various LED structures [8].



CHAPTER 7

SILICON LIGHT EMITTING DEVICES

7.1 Introduction

A photon can be generated in a solid when an electron and hole recombine. Light-emitting

diodes (LEDs) take advantage of this radiative recombination process to produce photons by

providing a structure that injects electrons and holes. The most common structure for an LED

uses a semiconductor diode with a junction between an n-type (conduction via electrons) and

a p-type (conduction via holes) region. When the device is forward biased, electron from the

n-type region  and holes from the p-type region meet at the junction and recombine

radiatively emitting photons.

Most LEDs presently use compound semiconductors. The color of the light is

determined by the band gap of the semiconductor. LEDs using AlInGaP compound

semiconductor alloys can emit in the - yellow-red spectrum, while LEDs using AlInGaN

compound semiconductor alloys can emit in the UV-blue-green spectrum. A combination of

red, green, and blue LEDs, or a blue or UV LED with phosphors can be used to create white

LEDs can also be made using organic emissive materials. The fundamental process is

the same - radiative relaxation of an excited state. Electrodes are used to selectively excite

levels in an organic molecule. Organic LEDs are also under development for displays and for

solid-state lighting.

Silicon as a material of choice for optoelectronics is affected by the indirect nature of

the band gap. A silicon-based light emitting diode (LED) is a new gateway for combining

74
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Many investigations were directed to achieve stable and efficient

electro-luminescence (EL) at room temperature (RT) from Si-based devices. In particular, porous

silicon, nanocrystalline silicon and Er-doped crystalline and amorphous silicon are

extensively studied as possible materials for fully Si-based optoelectronics. However, an

appropriate quantum yield could not be reached for numerous physical and technical

problems until now. On the other hand, the EL of c-Si has not yet been investigated in detail.

The study of the EL in structures based on bulk crystalline Si (c-Si) would be important at

least as a standard for comparison with other types of Si-based EL devices. Quantum yields

of some percent are possible for the photoluminescence (PL) of well-passivated c-Si at RT

under pulsed laser irradiation. The point is that high excess carrier concentrations of n and p

for excess electrons and holes, respectively, can be reached in c-Si during irradiation with

strong laser pulses without remarkable heating. The luminescence of the interband radiative

transition in c-Si (1.1 eV) increases with excitation due to the bimolecular recombination

mechanism. The value starts to saturate at excess carrier concentrations due to Auger

recombination 122].

Planck's studies of light emission from bodies at temperature T resulted in the

expression for the photon emission rate per unit area (n), energy and solid angle Q:

where E is the photon energy, and k is Boltzmann constant, (E) is the body's spectral

absorptance; fp , the equilibrium photon state occupation probability is given by:
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Also, photon energy is given by:

c is the velocity of light, h is the Planck constant, X is the wavelength .

Planck's theory has been generalized to describe light emission from semiconductor

p-n junctions. In these devices light arises from recombination between conduction band

electrons and valence band holes, with distribution in each band described by different quasi-

Fermi energies. Rather than assigning zero chemical potential to photons as in equation 7.2,

this generalization assigns a chemical potential [a to the emitted light, equal to the difference

between the electron and the hole quasi-Fermi energies. The photon state occupation

probability for photons in equilibrium with the electron-hole distribution then modifies to:

The above generalization allows a simple formulation for light emission from high-

quality diodes with carrier diffusion lengths larger than their lengths, larger than their

thickness, low surface recombination rates and negligible series resistance [27].

The electron and hole quasi-Fermi energies are approximately constant throughout

the diode, separated by energy qV, where V is the applied voltage and q is the electron

charge. For photon energies where absorption is predominantly band- to- band, normally

above semiconductor band gap, the original Planckian expression 7.1, again applies with

equilibrium photon occupation probability given by [27]:

Light emission above the band gap in high quality p-n junctions can be regarded as

Planckian radiation exponentially enhanced by diode voltage. A diode with zero applied

voltage equilibrium at temperature T is in equilibrium with blackbody radiation at
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this temperature. At each wavelength above the band gap , the diode absorbs a fraction of

incident black body radiation given by its spectral absorptance and emits the same fraction.

The physical source of this emitted super-band gap radiation is predominantly band—to-band

recombination within the diode. Much of the light emitted during this recombination is re-

absorbed. internally reflected, with only a fraction reaching the exterior balancing the

incoming light. If a voltage is now applied to the diode, the electron-hole concentration

product will increase exponentially throughout diode volume, exponentially increasing the

radiative recombination rate throughout.

7.2 Silicon LED Issues

7.2.1 Solar Cells

Solar cell design has recently been applied to Si LEDs. Especially in recent years,

improvement in the cell performance, price reduction and grid connection to power

transmission lines have successfully facilitated the introduction of solar cells. In order to

achieve this target, further development of thin film solar cells with lower cost and higher

performance is required. Silicon and compound semiconductors (such as CuInSe 2 ) have been

studied as thin film materials extensively. Silicon solar cells are thought to be crucial for the

environmental safety and natural abundance.

Research initiative for Thin Film Silicon Solar Cells by NERL (The National

Exposure Research Laboratory) is mainly engaged in research on applying thin film solar

cells made of microcrystalline silicon [Figure 7.l]. Basic technology for solar cells has been

developed with the aim of solar module with a conversion efficiency of 12% [14,16j.



Figure 7.1 Microcrystalline Silicon [30].

The microcrystalline silicon, as shown in Figure 7.1, has a structure of small

crystallites of 10 ~ 100 nm embedded in a-Si network. Conversion efficiency over 10% can

be achieved because its crystallite surface is mostly terminated by hydrogen, which makes

defect density lower and reduces recombination of photo-excited carriers.

The Australian researchers have proposed that they can achieve 5 % efficiency [28].

Their diode works at room temperature and was improved with the utilization of solar cell

technology. The electroluminiscent spectra is shown in Figure 7.2. It was fabricated with

high-purity single-crystal float-zone Si. The new LED has an efficiency of l% at 300 K. This

corresponds to the performance of devices made from materials with direct gaps such as

GaAs.
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Their approach takes advantage of the reciprocity between light absorption and

emission by maximizing absorption at sub-band gap wavelengths, while reducing the scope

for non-radiative recombination within the diode 128].

Figure 7.2. Electroluminescence intensity vs. wavelength at various temperatures
Martin Green et al [28].

As can be seen in Figure 7.2, the electroluminescence intensity decreases with increase in

temperature. It may also be noted that the wavelength at which this peak occurs increases

with temperature. Silicon band gap governs the reciprocity of absorption and emission by

maximum absorption at relative sub-band gaps. As the temperature is increased to room

temperature, the energy gap of silicon decreases. Radiation is self —absorbed above the band

gap. Energy loss occurs due to phonon emission. As temperature falls to 150 K, emission
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intensity decreases. Emission peak follows the band-tail and hence, the temperature

dependence of silicon band gap.

7.2.2 Ion Implantation

Several recent reports have introduced new approaches for attaining emission

efficiencies near 1% in Si LEDs. An infrared Si LED has been fabricated using B ion

implantation and annealing [28]. The advantage of this approach is the use of processing with

materials and tools that have been in IC manufacture for many technology generations. The

device has been fabricated by implanting B in n-type Si and annealing in a conventional

furnace. This leaves an array of 100 nm diameter dislocation loops in the vicinity of the p-n

junction. The huge strain fields (up to 50 GPa) around the dislocations cause band gap

perturbations that can be as high as —0.5 eV (compare the 1.11 eV band gap of unperturbed

Si). It has been proposed that blocking potentials could thereby be created to induce carrier

confinement that enhances the radiative recombination efficiency, which is estimated to be

about 0.1%.

The controlled introduction of dislocation loops using conventional ion implantation

and thermal processing has been studied. The dislocation loop array, introduces a strain field

in three dimensions that modifies the band gap of the silicon in such a way that the silicon

itself can be used to provide spatial confinement in three dimensions. To minimize the

number of process steps, boron implantation has been used both to introduce the dislocation

loop array and as the p-type dopant to form a p-n junction in an n-type silicon substrate.

However, another implant species such as the host silicon could be used to form the
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dislocations so that dislocation engineering and subsequent doping to form the p-n junction

can be achieved independently.

Figure 7.3. Electroluminiscence intensity vs. wavelength at various temperatures
Wai Ng et. al.[27].

The samples consist of n-type silicon wafers that are boron ion implanted at 30 keV

and subsequently annealed in a nitrogen atmosphere. After implantation and annealing,

Ohmic contacts are applied to back and front of the wafers. Silicon substrate is still

transparent at the emission wavelength (1150nm). Low temperature EL spectrum shows the

main feature, i.e., and the band gap nature of silicon as expected from the band edge

properties as well as the replica of peak at 1130nm. Band edge is at 1190nm. Room

temperature EL spectrum occurs at 1160nm. There is no report of EL/PL spectrum at any

other wavelength. This is as a result of the spatial confinement of carriers within the regions

of bulk silicon. Similar characteristics seem to be observed from laser recrystallized silicon.
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7.2.3 P-i-n diode

A p-i-n diode has been used for the EL investigations in c-Si at RT [30 -_. The

thickness of the I region and the size of the effective active area of the structure are about 300

mm and 0.5 mm 2 , respectively. Rectangular voltage pulses with Tip from 100 ns to 100 ms are

applied to the p-i-n structure and the current transients are measured. Spectra of time-

integrated EL are detected with a prism monochromator and an InGaAs photodiode. The EL

transients are measured with a Si-avalanche photodiode. This is an advantage of the pulsed

regime of operation in comparison to dc electrical excitation for which heating of the

structure and EL degradation are observed for large electrical currents [15, 16].

The shape of the EL spectrum does not change with changing current amplitude and

-Up (pulse width). This shows that the, carrier concentrations associated with the different

excitation levels are not high enough to produce line-shape changes for carrier concentrations

below 10 18 cm* The spectral position of the EL signal at 1.1 eV indicates that the light

emission is due to the radiative interband transition in c-Si. Radiative recombination related

to hot carriers or defect-related luminescence is not observed. The EL intensity increases

abruptly at about 0.7 V due to the strong increase in the injection current.
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Figure 7.4. Electroluminiscence spectra of the p-i-n structure based on c-Si excited with
fonvard biased current pulses —duration time 30 ms at different potentials. The inset shows
the dependence of the current amplitude on the voltage drop across the structure [16].

7.3 Theoretical considerations

7.3.1 Temperature dependence of the energy gap

In order to derive the accurate temperature dependence of the radiative recombination rate,

the variation of the band gap of semiconductors with temperature needs to be considered. In

many semiconductors, the empirical Varshni formula approximates well the observed

temperature dependence of the band gap. It is given by:

where	 T) is the energy gap of the semiconductor at temperature T



The result of the calculated temperature dependence of energy gap of silicon,

using equation 7.5, is plotted in Fig. 7.5.
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Figure 7.5. Temperature dependence of energy gap of silicon.

Carrier concentrations in the junction region are expected to become optimized at

levels below about 10 18 cm -3 , owing to non-radiative Auger recombination. The theoretical

quantum efficiency,, in the limit of high injection of electrons, n, and holes, p, where n~p,

is estimated from the expression,

where 1 = 3 X l01  cm - 3 s - ' is the rate coefficient for bimolecular radiative recombination,

the Shockley-Read non-radiative recombination lifetime, and y ~ 10 -30 cm -6 s -1 is the
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increase the effective r R by over an order of magnitude. This determination, specifically, is

investigated [29].

The expected optimum η and the corresponding n are related by,

Expression 7.8 leads to η ~ 1% for T NR ~ 100 ms and n ~ 10 17 cm-3. The effect of the

dislocation loop mechanism is enhancement in i though an increase in 3. The switching

speed of the LED is governed by rate TNR -1 .

Photoluminescence (PL) and Electroluminiscence (EL) measurements are performed to

ascertain that the LED output arises from Si band-edge radiative recombination of confined

carriers.

A typical set of measurement techniques required to be performed to quantify the

characteristics of silicon LED consists of the following:

• Photoluminescence (PL) measurements are performed on diodes under forward and

reverse bias. The high-energy portion of the PL spectrum should change over from an

exponential with energy to a non-exponential extended portion, owing to the change

over of the carrier transport from diffusion to drift mode.

• Examining the variation in PL signal with forward bias will test strong electron-hole

localization by the dislocation strain fields. The PL signal should decrease

exponentially with field.

• Electron-hole dissociation should be suppressed by the carrier localization. (E.g.,

10 meV for 10 V/cm.
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• The EL signal  should show a square law at threshold and vary linearly with current

for medium injection, indicative of limitation by Shockley-Read non-radiative

recombination.

• The EL signal should saturate at high currents, owing to the onset of Auger

recombination.

7.4 Analysis of Luminescence Spectra

In this section, the peaks in the electroluminescene spectra of LEDs fabricated with solar cell,

ion implantation, and p-i-n techniques, are analyzed.

Table 7 Energy corresponding to maximum intensity with corresponding temperature from
the data (Wai Ng et. al. I271, Martin Green et. al. [28], PIN data [33] and silicon band gap vs.
temperature.



Figure 7.0 shows the silicon band gap and the peak energies of the EL spectra based on table

7.1. The plot shows the error bars associated with the data from Wai Ng et. al. 127]. The

difference between the enery at which maximum light emission occurs and the energy gaps

at that temperature is found to be approximately constant and is equal to 0.060 +/- 0.001 eV.

The dotted line through the data points is the silicon band gap shifted by 0.06 eV.

Figure 7.6. Analysis of the luminescent spectra for Silicon band gap values, and the PL intensity

values from Wai Ng et. al. [27], M. Green et. al. [28], PIN data [24].
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The difference between the energy at which maximum light emission occurs in the EL

spectra of silicon LED and the energy gaps in silicon at the measurement temperature is

found to be approximately a constant.
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CHAPTER 8

CONCLUSION

Light emission and absorption in semiconductors can be described by Planck's theory of

blackbody radiation. A semiconductor in thermal equilibrium with its surroundings absorbs

the same amount of radiation as it emits. But if a voltage is applied across the semiconductor,

the concentration of charge carriers changes exponentially and so does the light emission.

In order to increase the ability of the semiconductor to absorb radiation, an array of

inverted pyramids onto the surface of the silicon LED is etched - the pyramids reflect

absorbed light back into the semiconductor. This 'light trapping' technique is commonly used

in photovoltaic devices such as solar panels, and produces a factor of 10 increase in the light

emission of the silicon LED.

Non-radiative recombination events occur when electrons and holes recombine but

produce heat rather than light. The use of special surface treatment, small contacts and

selective doping leads to a further tenfold improvement in light emission.

Historically, silicon LEDs has had efficiencies in the range 0.01 to 0.l%, but the

devices recently developed exceed a value of l% at 300K. This is similar to the efficiencies

of direct band gap semiconductor devices - based on materials such as gallium arsenide.

In this thesis, three types of silicon based devices have been investigated for their

light emission properties. Two of these devices are p-n junctions, and the other is P-i-n

structure. The p-n junctions have been fabricated with high-purity single-crystal float-zone

silicon. The mechanisms of light emission have been identified as being clearly different.There

 could be an	 loss due to phonon
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emission. The EL intensity peak decreases in intensity with increase in temperature. There is

a corresponding shift to longer wavelengths. The EL intensity peaks are tied to the band tail.

In the case of ion-implanted samples, the spectral response is cut off more sharply,

well below half energy band gap values. In the case of solar cell, there is a strong dependence

of ELpeak on temperature.

The difference between the energy at which maximum light emission occurs in the

silicon LEDs and the energy gap of silicon at the measurement temperature is found to be

approximately a constant.
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